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ABSTRACT
Collective Intelligence for wicked problems is urgently needed.
To integrate relevant information from discussions across the
Web, we need summarization and visualization tools. To
show an at-a-glance view of a debate, we envision a discus-
sion dashboard, using automatic information, supplemented
where possible, by manual analysis. To make the dashboard
easy to conceptualize, we organize it around a simple con-
ceptual model: the Five W’s–who, what, when, where, why.
Our proposed discussion dashboard would present a full, yet
digestible, picture of an argumentative Web discussion.
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INTRODUCTION
The problems currently facing humanity – “wicked problems”
[7] like climate change, energy and resource shortages, and
globalization – require brainstorming and decision-making
on a vast scale. In particular, it is important to reconcile
the views, ideas, and preferences of individuals (both experts
and the general public) along with the known facts and the
prioritized issues. Dealing with disagreement is even more
difficult due to an overwhelming number of scattered con-
versations. Summarization interfaces and visualizations are
needed to help guide people to the important topics and con-
tentious areas of a conversation.

A considerable amount of discussion takes place in Web2.0
systems such as bulletin boards, blogs, microblogs and wikis,
which enable large-scale, distributed communication [20]. Thus
far, these systems have been very successful for detecting and
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amplifying agreement – pulling together information from
a variety of individuals who mainly agree with one another
[24]. Yet when there is disagreement, harvesting information
from discussions is still challenging. A number of discus-
sion systems focus explicitly on structuring agreement and
disagreement, e.g. [5, 8, 18], however these systems require
participants to explicitly participate, on dedicated platforms.

We see three major issues with current approaches for dealing
with decision-making and disagreement on the Web. First, by
requiring contributions to be made on a particular platform,
we ignore large amounts of conversation made in the dis-
tributed environment of the Web. Second, generating collec-
tive intelligence from these discussions has thus far focused
on statistical and social signals (e.g. [6]), which can some-
times predict outcomes (e.g. [28]), yet are less reliable when
there is disagreement (e.g. [14]). Third, unless we want to
blindly accede to the majority view, coarse collective intel-
ligence is generally insufficient for decision-making: under-
standing the reasoning or explanations people give for their
views clarifies the points on which disagreement occurs, and
is important for untangling wicked problems (and even some
mundane everyday ones).

To address these issues, first, a collective intelligence sys-
tem should harvest information from distributed discussions
across the Web. Second, statistical and social signals should
be combined into an overview; in addition to orienting decision-
makers and providing them with context, these automatic mea-
sures might, in combination, reveal when opinions are highly
varied, and thus where more analysis of subtleties would be
informative. Finally, when understanding decisions is par-
ticularly important, these statistical measures can be supple-
mented with more fine-grained analysis and representation of
the content.

In this position paper, we address these latter two issues, by
proposing a framework for a discussion dashboard. Follow-
ing this introduction, we first discuss our vision for this dis-
cussion dashboard, drawing from existing work in summa-
rization and collective intelligence for product reviews and
learning analytics. Second, we present a model for the rele-
vant aspects of conversations, drawing from five information-
bearing questions: who, what, when, where, and why–also
known as the Five W’s [13]. To move from our theoreti-
cal framework towards planning an implementation, we then
suggest analysis techniques that could address each of these
questions, focusing on automatic approaches. Finally, we de-
scribe our ongoing work and future directions, and then con-
clude.
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ENVISIONING A DISCUSSION DASHBOARD
Discussions generate overwhelming numbers of messages;
we believe that finding the best solutions requires engagement
with minority viewpoints, which indicate the points on which
persuasion is needed and which may provide valueable per-
spectives and unique expertise. Yet finding the signal in the
noise of the crowd is challenging; this is exactly why collec-
tive intelligence is needed for argumentative discussions.

Visualization and summarization environments aimed at hu-
man processing are needed, and in most cases, little work
has been done on presenting the algorithmic summaries to
decision-makers. Product reviews and learning analytics pro-
vide inspiration for the sort of collective intelligence that is
possible. These domains are useful because Web-based con-
versations in these areas have received particular sensemak-
ing attention: product reviews have been subjected to intense
individual and commercial scrutiny (though many of the deeper
analyses remain unshared and unavailable for reuse), while
learning analytics builds on a traditionally manual analysis
by adding statistical and summarization-based approaches.

Collective Intelligence in Product Reviews
Summarization and visualization for collective opinions is
most commonly seen in e-commerce; for example, Amazon.com
has proven useful in part because of the massive amounts of
data it collects and shares about consumer opinions. This col-
lective intelligence information is presented alongside prod-
uct information, in effect orienting prospective customers about
a product. We get a summary of the collective opinion, as
well as the variance in that opinion: Amazon, for instance,
provides not only an average star rating for its products, but
also visualizes the spread in the ratings. Previous customers’
habits affect the page in other ways, displaying items fre-
quently bought at the same time or by the same customer.

Each product page also invites a social space of pro/sumers,
highlighting reviews, forums, and related discussions. Con-
tent summarization, however, is limited. While readers can
indicate whether a review was helpful, or respond to it with
their own comments, mainly, reviews function as an undif-
ferentiated space for commentary, advice sharing, and occa-
sional discussion. Some of this data in turn drives the display:
for instance, ‘helpfulness’ is used to determine the order in
which reviews are shown, and the ‘most helpful’ positive and
critical reviews are prominently displayed.

In our view, it is the combination of these diverse pieces of in-
formation that is helpful; presenting average ratings without
their spread would be far less helpful. There is also further
potential for analyzing and visualizing more in-depth infor-
mation, for instance about product features, by segmenting
the important factors and summarizing the polarity of opin-
ions [19]. By combining information from multiple sources
and presenting it together, a prospective customer is able to
quickly determine whether a product is suitable.

Collective Intelligence in E-Learning
Combining information from multiple sources has also proven
useful in e-learning. The field of learning analytics has emerged

as e-learning has provided a rich source of data (e.g. on-
line discussions, login patterns, time on task) for studying
how people learn. For instance Gerosa et al. [15] used the
network structure of e-learning forum discussions to identify
how much interaction a topic has generated, on the theory
that mediators should intervene when the volume of conver-
sation does not match the depth of a discussion. The authors
later experimented with different grading policies, to encour-
age more interaction by promoting early replies. Students
also categorized their own posts; analysis showed that the
message types depended on the number of previous replies,
and that message types and sizes corresponded. This work
indicates that combining automatic analysis can provide col-
lective intelligence signals about a conversation, pointing out
the most likely places with interesting discussion.

More recently, De Liddo et al. [9] presented a discourse-centric
approach to learning analytics. Students’ manual annotation
of their own messages enabled summarization of the rhetor-
ical roles and moves, based on post type and links between
posts. Further, they bring together various network measure-
ments, such as ego-network measurements around both indi-
viduals and posts in a professional conversation.

In e-learning environments, unlike on the wider Web, manual
annotation and posting strategies can be incentivized. Next
we turn our attention to Web discussions, envisioning what
sort of analysis could be beneficial for understanding discus-
sions in this less controlled environment.

Towards Collective Intelligence in Web Discussions
To bring these ideas to Web discussions, we envision packag-
ing a number of shallow, algorithmic approaches into a dis-
cussion dashboard, with the goal of enabling a better under-
standing of a conversation, without reading it. Combining
existing visualizations to provide orientation to debates has
previously been suggested [22], with the goal of improving
interaction feedback, particularly in the areas of participants,
the interaction process, and the content. Our approach differs
in its model and its ideas for implementation; in particular,
the purpose of the discussion is important to our model and
we propose to use different types of automatic summariza-
tion. Our outlook is similar to that of [6], which identified
structural differences in message board forums depending on
their topic: overall statistics such as number of posters and
reply rates can provide context about the type of conversa-
tion. With similar coarse statistics, we expect that it should
be possible to highlight the turning points in a discussion, or
to identify which viewpoints have diverse support.

This best effort automatic approach of our discussion dash-
board can later be amplified with content, discourse, and ar-
gumentation analysis; combining automatic and manual ap-
proaches has already been found to be fruitful [10]. Yet cur-
rently, such deep analysis is only feasible in limited cases,
since manual analysis is required. Next we present our model.

MODEL
Our model focuses on five key features of the basic struc-
ture of conversations: the Five W’s–who, what, when, where,
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why–which help provide context about a situation. Similar
features have been used in provenance and data curation on-
tologies such as the W7 model [23]. In decision-making,
these information-bearing questions all need to be taken into
consideration.

Who
It can be very important to attach statements to the people
and organizations putting them forward; this is recognized
in intelligence analysis and political discourse, for example,
where misleading information can be intentionally propagated
and where biases may significantly shape the discourse.

What
A decision-making discussion on a single issue may involve
discussions of subissues and related topics. Assuming that
the relevant discussions have already been assembled, we can
then focus on topic drift and topic evolution as well as on
deeper analysis of the content.

Full analysis would indicate what positions are taken, and the
relationships between positions, such as attack and support.
Various intermediate levels of analysis could be helpful.

When
The order of messages can be important, for instance, when
a person changes their mind or when an organization updates
or retracts a statement. Conversation outcomes can also be
affected by the message order (i.e. ‘first mover advantage’
and ‘last word’).

Further, some information is inherently time-sensitive, and its
validity may be called into question due to its age, or due to
the arrival of more recent information from other sources.

Where
Geographic information can be relevant to assumed view-
points and biases. It can also determine who the imputed
stakeholders are, for some types of discussions.

The Web location of messages can also be relevant; for in-
stance, microblog posts are briefer and often less formal than
blog posts. Forum and listserv posts often rely on the sur-
rounding messages for coherence and context. Temporal as-
pects of a discussion are also related to the genre; [11] ob-
served that listservs have short, intense exchanges, organized
as a tree, while blogs promote slower diffusion and may have
multiple ancestor posts. Thus the source genre is relevant
when combining messages from different genres, and in some
cases messages may not be understandable without the con-
text of the other messages to which they reply.

Why
The purpose of a discussion is a key aspect to understanding
it. Philosopher and argumentation scholar Douglas Walton
has identified seven types of dialogue: Persuasion, Inquiry,
Discovery, Negotiation, Information-Seeking, Deliberation,
and Eristic (Figure 1), determined from the participant’s goal

and the goal of the dialogue. We have analyzed how impor-
tant knowledge, emotion, and personal values and opinions
are in each dialogue.

Understanding the purpose can provide readers with insight
into a single discussion. For instance, persuasion dialogues
may call for more skepticism in reading, since participants
may overstate their positions. Meanwhile, outcomes of delib-
erations depend on the participants’ circumstances and val-
ues, and may not be suitable for direct application to another
situation. When discussions are read without such context,
perhaps reached via a search engine, they can be more diffi-
cult to interpret and reuse.

The knowledge/emotion/values classification can also guide
the reuse and aggregation of multiple discussions. Knowledge-
oriented discussion types are straightforward to reuse; opinion-
oriented discussion types may require caveating or balancing;
emotion makes a discussion more interesting [16] but also can
indicate the potential for bias. Grouping similar types of dis-
cussions may make them easier or less jolting to read.

SUGGESTED INITIAL DASHBOARD COMPONENTS
In this section we use the Five W’s model to suggest compo-
nents that could be assembled for an initial dashboard imple-
mentation.

Who: Reply Networks
As mentioned above, we want to indicate the people and or-
ganizations involved in the conversation, as well as their re-
lationships to each other. In addition to providing statistics
about the number of participants, we can show the reply net-
works between pairs of people, perhaps indicating authors
with icons or avatars. Disagreement in verbal dialogue can be
signaled by interruption; graphing these interruptive replies
generates useful overviews of political disagreements [17].

What: Topic detection
We want to determine and represent the topic, subissues, and
topic drift. This can draw from metadata about the discussion
(such as subject lines and hashtags), from topic identification,
and from word frequency. To get a coarse idea of the number
of positions, we can look for polarized, high sentiment words
in responses, which may signal disagreement.

When:Timelines
Conversation timelines can be useful for understanding the
temporal flow of a conversation. Identifying old, possibly
outdated, information, is also aided by timeline views.

Extracting the structure of a conversation gives insight since
the depth of the reply network tends to indicate what has been
most heavily discussed [15]. Timeline information alone can
be useful for reconstructing single discussions; for combining
multiple discussions, more careful reconstruction is needed.

Where: Source websites and geographic information
Indicating source websites, as we suggested above, is straight-
forward when aggregating discussions, just using their prove-
nance. Geographic information is somewhat less available,
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Figure 1. Walton’s seven types of dialogue, based on [30], expanded with our analysis of knowledge, emotion, and personal opinion/values.

though it is used in the aggregate on some occasions, for
instance to produce dynamic maps of the visitors to a blog.
Geographic information may serve a purpose in serious dis-
cussions, for instance, in contentious discussions about pla-
cenames; since naming conventions tend to be heavily cor-
related with geographic ties [27], indications about such ties
can provide context for moderators about who is taking part
in the discussion.

Why: Knowledge/Emotion/Values
Understanding the purpose of a discussion helps in interpret-
ing and assigning meaning to its contents. We plan to detect
the prevalence of knowledge, emotion, and values as a first
approximation to the purpose.

Knowledge-based discussions often cite statistics, experts, and
studies, which can be text-mined; they may also commonly
use argumentation schemes such as expert opinion. High sen-
timent and low sentiment messages can be found through sen-
timent analysis [21], which we also use as a first indication of
whether people agree and how strongly their views are ex-
pressed. Values are abstract qualities such as utility, beauty,
respect, and patriotism; these can be found with gazetteers.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Our immediate line of work is to prepare a prototype of the
automatic summarization, to be applied initially to a corpus
of Wikipedia deletion discussions [25]. In our view, bridging
human and machine analysis is key, and we also see potential
for supplementing the approaches proposed in this paper with
manual analyses and emerging algorithmic ones.

Several manual approaches have been particularly fruitful for
argumentation analysis. Benn et al. identified viewpoint clus-
ters in the abortion debate, using the KDA ontology and cog-
nitive coherence relations to construct a knowledge base from
which oppositions between clusters are calculated [4]. Fac-
tors analysis has been used to identify the pivotal aspects for a
dispute or decision, for instance product features in [19]. Am-
plifying revert graphs for Wikipedia pages with user demographics–
such as users’ self-presentation of their heritage and geographic
affiliation– has also shed light on disagreements and conflicts
between users [27].

Meanwhile, steps towards automation are already being taken
through research in detecting disagreement with natural lan-
guage processing, [1, 29, 31]; highlighting contentious issues
[12]; and detecting stance [3, 26] and persuasion [2, 32]. We
hope that detecting argumentation could ultimately allow rich
knowledge representations to be constructed from natural lan-
guage; in the meantime, sensemaking analysts will continue
to structure arguments, and knowledge representations should
be shared among interoperating tool chains. Such representa-
tions, however constructed, can then be used in many ways,
as suggested in [25].

CONCLUSIONS
We propose a discussion dashboard, that will integrate infor-
mation from across the Web, to provide a glanceable sum-
mary of the state of a debate. The Five W’s–who, what, when,
where, why–are used to organize a model of what is impor-
tant in conversations. We envision using automatic informa-
tion, supplemented where possible, by manual analysis and
newly emerging algorithmic approaches. Such a discussion
dashboard would present a full, yet digestible, picture of an
argumentative Web discussion.
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